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Abstract. The Markovian behavioral equivalences defined so far treat
exponentially timed internal actions like any other action. Since an expo-
nentially timed internal action has a nonzero duration, it can be observed
whenever it is executed between a pair of exponentially timed noninter-
nal actions. However, no difference may be noted at steady state between
a sequence of exponentially timed internal actions and a single exponen-
tially timed internal action as long as their average durations coincide.
We show that Milner’s construction to derive a weak bisimulation con-
gruence for nondeterministic processes can be extended to sequential
Markovian processes in a way that captures the above situation. The
resulting weak Markovian bisimulation congruence admits a sound and
complete axiomatization, induces an exact CTMC-level aggregation at
steady state, and is decidable in polynomial time for finite-state processes
having no cycles of exponentially timed internal actions.

1 Introduction

System models with an underlying continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) [23]
semantics can be compared and manipulated by means of Markovian behavioral
equivalences. Several of them have appeared in the literature – see [1] and the
references therein – which are extensions of the traditional approaches to the
definition of behavioral equivalences that take into account performance aspects
too. A feature shared by relations like Markovian bisimilarity, Markovian testing
equivalence, and Markovian trace equivalence is that of being strong. Only a few
variants investigated in [12, 21, 17, 6] are capable of abstracting from internal
immediate actions and/or purely probabilistic branchings.

Let us denote by τ the invisible or silent action. In a nondeterministic setting,
a process that can perform action a followed by τ and action b and then termi-
nates – written a . τ . b . 0 – is weakly equivalent to a process that can perform
action a followed by action b and then terminates – written a . b . 0. By contrast,
in a setting where actions have exponentially distributed durations – uniquely
identified by positive real numbers called rates – it is not necessarily the case
that simplifications like the one above can be made.

For instance, if a has rate λ, b has rate µ, and τ has rate γ, the two resulting
processes <a, λ>.<τ, γ>.<b, µ>.0 and <a, λ>.<b, µ>.0 are not weakly equiv-
alent. In fact, recalling that the average (i.e., expected) duration of an action



coincides with the reciprocal of the rate of the action, the former process has a
maximal computation whose average duration is 1

λ + 1
γ + 1

µ , whereas the latter
process has a maximal computation whose average duration is 1

λ + 1
µ . From an-

other viewpoint, in the former case an external observer would see an a-action
for an amount of time tλ and a b-action for an amount of time tµ with a delay tγ
in between, while in the latter case the external observer would not see any delay
between the execution of a and the execution of b. Therefore, in a Markovian
setting a τ -action executed between a pair of non-τ -actions cannot be abstracted
away because it has a nonzero duration and hence can be observed.

As a different example, take now a process that can perform action a at rate λ
followed by two τ -actions with rates γ1 and γ2, respectively, and then behaves
as process P , i.e., <a, λ>.<τ, γ1>.<τ, γ2>.P . In this case, an observer may not
be able to distinguish between the execution of the two τ -actions above and the
execution of a single τ -action whose average duration is the sum of the average
durations of the two original τ -actions, i.e., 1

γ1
+ 1

γ2
= γ1+γ2

γ1·γ2
. In other words, the

process may be viewed as being weakly equivalent to <a, λ>.<τ, γ1·γ2
γ1+γ2

>.P .
The two processes above are weakly equivalent from a functional standpoint.

However, since the sum of the two exponential random variables quantifying
the durations of the two original τ -actions has been approximated with a single
average-preserving exponential random variable, it is not necessarily the case
that the two processes have the same performance characteristics. This would
be true if the equivalence induced an exact CTMC-level aggregation, i.e., an ag-
gregation such that the transient/stationary probability of being in a macrostate
of a reduced CTMC is the sum of the transient/stationary probabilities of be-
ing in one of the constituent microstates of the CTMC from which the reduced
one has been obtained. This is the case with Markovian bisimilarity, which is
in agreement with an exact CTMC-level aggregation called ordinary lumpabil-
ity [14, 10], and Markovian testing and trace equivalences, which are consistent
with a coarser exact CTMC-level aggregation called T-lumpability [4].

In this paper, we show that the construction used in [18] to derive a weak
bisimulation congruence for nondeterministic processes can be extended to se-
quential Markovian processes. The resulting equivalence is weak in the sense
that it is capable of abstracting from the number of consecutive exponentially
timed τ -actions in a computation. It reduces any such sequence to a single expo-
nentially timed τ -action preserving both the average duration and the execution
probability of the original action sequence, which turns out to induce an exact
CTMC-level aggregation at steady state. We also prove that the weak Marko-
vian bisimulation congruence admits a sound and complete axiomatization and
– in the absence of cycles of exponentially timed internal actions – is decidable
in polynomial time for finite-state processes.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce a process calculus
for sequential Markovian processes with abstraction and we recall Markovian
bisimilarity. In Sect. 3, we develop the weak variant of Markovian bisimilarity
and we investigate its congruence, axiomatizatibility, exactness, and decidability
properties. Finally, in Sect. 4 we conclude with related and future work.



2 Sequential Markovian Processes and Bisimilarity

In order to study properties like congruence and axiomatizability of the weak
variant of Markovian bisimilarity, we need to define a Markovian process cal-
culus (MPC for short). In particular, we introduce a calculus that generates all
the CTMCs with as few operators as possible: the inactive process, exponen-
tially timed action prefix, alternative composition, and recursion. Therefore, the
resulting processes will be sequential Markovian processes governed by the race
policy: if several exponentially timed actions are simultaneously enabled, the ac-
tion that is executed is the one sampling the least duration. In addition to those
operators, we include hiding because the behavioral equivalence we are going
to propose is weak and hence we need a way for causing actions to become the
internal action τ .

Definition 1. Let ActM = Name × R>0 be a set of actions, where Name =
Namev ∪{τ} is a set of action names – ranged over by a, b – and R>0 is a set of
action rates – ranged over by λ, µ, γ. Let Var be a set of process variables ranged
over by X, Y . The process language PLM is generated by the following syntax:

P ::= 0 inactive process
| <a, λ>.P exponentially timed action prefix
| P + P alternative composition
| X process variable
| rec X : P recursion
| P/H hiding

where a ∈ Name, λ ∈ R>0, X ∈ Var, and H ⊆ Namev. We denote by PM the
set of closed and guarded process terms of PLM – ranged over by P,Q.

In order to distinguish between process terms like <a, λ>.0 + <a, λ>.0 and
<a, λ>.0, the semantic model [[P ]]M for a process term P ∈ PM is a labeled
multitransition system that takes into account the multiplicity of each transi-
tion, intended as the number of different proofs for the transition derivation. The
multitransition relation of [[P ]]M is contained in the smallest multiset of elements
of PM × ActM × PM that satisfies the operational semantic rules below – where
{ ↪→ } denotes syntactical replacement – and keeps track of all the possible
ways of deriving each of its transitions:

(PreM)
<a, λ>.P

a,λ−−−→M P
(RecM)

P{rec X : P ↪→ X} a,λ−−−→M P ′

rec X : P
a,λ−−−→M P ′

(AltM,1)
P1

a,λ−−−→M P ′

P1 + P2

a,λ−−−→M P ′
(AltM,2)

P2

a,λ−−−→M P ′

P1 + P2

a,λ−−−→M P ′

(HidM,1)
P

a,λ−−−→M P ′ a /∈ H

P/H
a,λ−−−→M P ′/H

(HidM,2)
P

a,λ−−−→M P ′ a ∈ H

P/H
τ,λ−−−→M P ′/H



The definition of bisimilarity for MPC is based on the comparison of exit
rates [14, 13]. The exit rate of a process term P ∈ PM with respect to action name
a ∈ A and destination D ⊆ PM is the rate at which P can execute actions of name

a that lead to D, i.e., rate(P, a, D) =
∑{|λ ∈ R>0 | ∃P ′ ∈ D.P

a,λ−−−→M P ′ |}
where {| and |} are multiset delimiters and the summation is taken to be zero if
its multiset is empty. By summing up the rates of all the actions of P , we obtain
the total exit rate of P , i.e., ratet(P ) =

∑
a∈Name rate(P, a,PM), which is the

reciprocal of the average (i.e., expected) sojourn time associated with P .

Definition 2. An equivalence relation B over PM is a Markovian bisimulation
iff, whenever (P1, P2) ∈ B, then for all action names a ∈ Name and equivalence
classes D ∈ PM/B:

rate(P1, a,D) = rate(P2, a, D)
Markovian bisimilarity ∼MB is the union of all the Markovian bisimulations.

3 Abstracting from Exponentially Timed τ -Actions

In this section, we weaken the distinguishing power of ∼MB in order to be able
to abstract from sequences of exponentially timed τ -actions. As noted in Sect. 1,
while it is not possible to get rid of an exponentially timed τ -action executed
between a pair of exponentially timed non-τ -actions, a sequence of exponen-
tially timed τ -actions may be indistinguishable at steady state from a single
exponentially timed τ -action having the same average duration as the sequence.

We say that P ∈ PM is stable if P 6τ,λ−−−→M P ′ for all λ and P ′, otherwise we
say that P is unstable. In the latter case, we say that P is fully unstable iff,

whenever P
a,λ−−−→M P ′, then a = τ . We denote by PM,fu and PM,nfu the sets of

process terms of PM that are fully unstable and not fully unstable, respectively.
The most natural candidates as sequences of exponentially timed τ -actions

to abstract are those labeling computations that traverse fully unstable states.

Definition 3. Let n ∈ N>0 and P1, P2, . . . , Pn+1 ∈ PM. A computation c of

length n from P1 to Pn+1 having the form P1

τ,λ1−−−→M P2

τ,λ2−−−→M . . .
τ,λn−−−→M Pn+1

is reducible iff Pi ∈ PM,fu for all i = 1, . . . , n.

The idea is that, if reducible, the computation c above can be reduced to a single
exponentially timed τ -transition whose rate is obtained from the positive real
value below:

probtime(c) =
(

n∏
i=1

λi

rate(Pi,τ,PM)

)
·
(

n∑
i=1

1
rate(Pi,τ,PM)

)

by leaving its first factor unchanged and taking the reciprocal of the second one.
This value is a measure of the execution probability of c (first factor: product of
the execution probabilities of the transitions of c) and the average duration of c
(second factor: sum of the average sojourn times in the states traversed by c).



Notice that we consider only reducible computations of finite length. This
will be enough to distinguish between fully unstable process terms that must be
told apart. In fact, assuming λ1 6= λ2, it makes sense to discriminate between
<τ, λ1>.P and <τ, λ2>.P if P can reach a non-fully-unstable process term. By
contrast, an external observer cannot see any difference between two divergent
process terms like rec X : <τ, λ1>.X and rec X : <τ, λ2>.X.

We are now ready to define a weak variant of ∼MB such that (i) processes in
PM,nfu are dealt with as in ∼MB and (ii) the length of reducible computations
from processes in PM,fu to processes in PM,nfu is abstracted away while preserving
their execution probability and average duration. In the latter case, we need
to lift measure probtime from individual reducible computations to multisets
of reducible computations. More precisely, denoting by reducomp(P,D, t) the
multiset of reducible computations from P ∈ PM,fu to some P ′ in D ⊆ PM

whose average duration is t ∈ R>0, we consider the following t-indexed multiset
of sums of probtime measures:

pbtm(P,D) =
⋃

t∈R>0 s.t. reducomp(P,D,t)6=∅
{| ∑

c∈reducomp(P,D,t)

probtime(c) |}

Notice that pbtm is not simply the multiset of the probtime measures of
the various reducible computations from P to D. In that case, for example we
would have pbtm(<τ, λ1>.0 + <τ, λ2>.0, {0}) = {| λ1

λ1+λ2
· 1

λ1+λ2
, λ2

λ1+λ2
· 1

λ1+λ2
|}

while pbtm(<τ, λ1 +λ2>.0, {0}) = {| 1
λ1+λ2

|}, thus obtaining a behavioral equiv-
alence that is not a conservative extension of ∼MB. On the other hand, probtime
measures should be summed up only over reducible computations from P to D
having the same average duration t. If this were not the case, then for instance we
would have pbtm(<τ, µ>.0, {0}) = pbtm(<τ, µ1>.0 + <τ, µ2>.<τ, γ>.0) when
1
µ = µ1

µ1+µ2
·
(

1
µ1+µ2

)
+ µ2

µ1+µ2
·
(

1
µ1+µ2

+ 1
γ

)
, which would not be meaningful on

the performance side as it would not induce an exact CTMC-level aggregation.

Definition 4. An equivalence relation B ⊆ (PM,nfu × PM,nfu) ∪ (PM,fu × PM,fu)
is a weak Markovian bisimulation iff for all (P1, P2) ∈ B:

– If P1, P2 ∈ PM,nfu, then for all a ∈ Name and equivalence classes D ∈ PM/B:
rate(P1, a,D) = rate(P2, a, D)

– If P1, P2 ∈ PM,fu, then for all equivalence classes D ∈ PM,nfu/B:
pbtm(P1, D) = pbtm(P2, D)

Weak Markovian bisimilarity ≈MB is the union of all the weak Markovian bisim-
ulations.

Example 1. Consider the following two process terms:
P̄1 ≡ <τ, µ>.<τ, γ>.Q (or P̄1 ≡ <τ, γ>.<τ, µ>.Q)
P̄2 ≡ <τ, µ·γ

µ+γ >.Q

with Q ∈ PM,nfu. As anticipated in Sect. 1, it turns out that P̄1 ≈MB P̄2 because:
pbtm(P̄1, [Q]≈MB) = {| (1 · 1) · ( 1

µ + 1
γ ) |} = {| 1 · µ+γ

µ·γ |} = pbtm(P̄2, [Q]≈MB)
where [Q]≈MB is the equivalence class of Q with respect to ≈MB.



In general, for l ∈ N>0 we have that <τ, µ>.<τ, γ1>. ... .<τ, γl>.Q is weakly

Markovian bisimilar to <τ,
(

1
µ + 1

γ1
+ ... + 1

γl

)−1

>.Q.

Example 2. Consider the following two process terms:
P̄3 ≡ <τ, µ>.(<τ, γ1>.Q1 + <τ, γ2>.Q2)

P̄4 ≡ <τ, γ1
γ1+γ2

·
(

1
µ + 1

γ1+γ2

)−1

>.Q1 + <τ, γ2
γ1+γ2

·
(

1
µ + 1

γ1+γ2

)−1

>.Q2

with Q1, Q2 ∈ PM,nfu and Q1 6≈MB Q2. Unlike action <τ, µ> of P̄1 in the previous
example, action <τ, µ> of P̄3 is followed by a choice between two exponentially
timed τ -actions. It turns out that P̄3 ≈MB P̄4 because:

pbtm(P̄3, [Q1]≈MB) = {| γ1
γ1+γ2

·
(

1
µ + 1

γ1+γ2

)
|} = pbtm(P̄4, [Q1]≈MB)

pbtm(P̄3, [Q2]≈MB) = {| γ2
γ1+γ2

·
(

1
µ + 1

γ1+γ2

)
|} = pbtm(P̄4, [Q2]≈MB)

In general, for n ∈ N>0 we have that <τ, µ>.(<τ, γ1>.Q1 + ... + <τ, γn>.Qn)

is weakly Markovian bisimilar to <τ, γ1
γ1+...+γn

·
(

1
µ + 1

γ1+...+γn

)−1

>.Q1 + ... +

<τ, γn

γ1+...+γn
·
(

1
µ + 1

γ1+...+γn

)−1

>.Qn.

Example 3. Consider the following two process terms:
P̄5 ≡ <τ, µ1>.<τ, γ>.Q1 + <τ, µ2>.<τ, γ>.Q2

P̄6 ≡ <τ, µ1
µ1+µ2

·
(

1
µ1+µ2

+ 1
γ

)−1

>.Q1 + <τ, µ2
µ1+µ2

·
(

1
µ1+µ2

+ 1
γ

)−1

>.Q2

with Q1, Q2 ∈ PM,nfu and Q1 6≈MB Q2 as before. Unlike P̄1 and P̄3 in the pre-
vious two examples, P̄5 starts with a choice between two exponentially timed
τ -actions, each of which is followed by the same action <τ, γ>. It turns out that
P̄5 ≈MB P̄6 because:

pbtm(P̄5, [Q1]≈MB) = {| µ1
µ1+µ2

·
(

1
µ1+µ2

+ 1
γ

)
|} = pbtm(P̄6, [Q1]≈MB)

pbtm(P̄5, [Q2]≈MB) = {| µ2
µ1+µ2

·
(

1
µ1+µ2

+ 1
γ

)
|} = pbtm(P̄6, [Q2]≈MB)

In general, for n ∈ N>0 we have that <τ, µ1>.<τ, γ>.Q1+...+<τ, µn>.<τ, γ>.Qn

is weakly Markovian bisimilar to <τ, µ1
µ1+...+µn

·
(

1
µ1+...+µn

+ 1
γ

)−1

>.Q1 + ... +

<τ, µn

µ1+...+µn
·
(

1
µ1+...+µn

+ 1
γ

)−1

>.Qn. The equivalence holds even if the deriva-
tive terms of actions <τ, µi>, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, start with a choice among several
exponentially timed τ -actions instead of a single exponentially timed τ -action,
provided that all these derivative terms have the same total exit rate γ.

Example 4. We now examine all possible variants of P̄5 related to actions <τ, γ>
and we show that none of these variants allows for any reduction because it is
not possible to preserve execution probabilities or average durations.
Firstly, consider the following two process terms:

P̄7 ≡ <τ, µ1>.<τ, γ1>.Q1 + <τ, µ2>.<τ, γ2>.Q2

P̄8 ≡ <τ, µ1
µ1+µ2

·
(

1
µ1+µ2

+ 1
γ1

)−1

>.Q1 + <τ, µ2
µ1+µ2

·
(

1
µ1+µ2

+ 1
γ2

)−1

>.Q2

with γ1 6= γ2. Then P̄7 6≈MB P̄8 because for instance:



pbtm(P̄7, [Q1]≈MB) = {| µ1
µ1+µ2

·
(

1
µ1+µ2

+ 1
γ1

)
|}

pbtm(P̄8, [Q1]≈MB) = {|
µ1

µ1+µ2
·
“

1
µ1+µ2

+ 1
γ1

”−1

µ1
µ1+µ2

·
“

1
µ1+µ2

+ 1
γ1

”−1
+

µ2
µ1+µ2

·
“

1
µ1+µ2

+ 1
γ2

”−1

· 1
µ1

µ1+µ2
·
“

1
µ1+µ2

+ 1
γ1

”−1
+

µ2
µ1+µ2

·
“

1
µ1+µ2

+ 1
γ2

”−1 |}
Secondly, consider the following two process terms:

P̄9 ≡ <τ, µ1>.<τ, γ>.Q1 + <τ, µ2>.Q2

P̄10 ≡ <τ, µ1
µ1+µ2

·
(

1
µ1+µ2

+ 1
γ

)−1

>.Q1 + <τ, µ2>.Q2

Then P̄9 6≈MB P̄10 because for instance:
pbtm(P̄9, [Q2]≈MB) = {| µ2

µ1+µ2
· 1

µ1+µ2
|}

pbtm(P̄10, [Q2]≈MB) = {| µ2
µ1

µ1+µ2
·
“

1
µ1+µ2

+ 1
γ

”−1
+µ2

· 1
µ1

µ1+µ2
·
“

1
µ1+µ2

+ 1
γ

”−1
+µ2

|}

Proposition 1. Let I 6= ∅ be a finite set, Ji 6= ∅ be a finite set for all i ∈ I,
and Pi,j ∈ PM for all i ∈ I and j ∈ Ji. Then:
P
i∈I

<τ, µi>.
P

j∈Ji

<τ, γi,j>.Pi,j ≈MB
P
i∈I

P
j∈Ji

<τ,
µiP

k∈I
µk

· γi,jP
h∈Ji

γi,h
·
0
@ 1P

k∈I
µk

+ 1P
h∈Ji

γi,h

1
A
−1

>.Pi,j

whenever
∑

j∈Ji1
γi1,j =

∑
j∈Ji2

γi2,j for all i1, i2 ∈ I.

3.1 Congruence Property

Let us investigate the compositionality of ≈MB with respect to MPC operators.

Proposition 2. Let P1, P2 ∈ PM. Whenever P1 ≈MB P2, then:

1. <a, λ>.P1 ≈MB <a, λ>.P2 for all <a, λ> ∈ ActM.
2. P1/H ≈MB P2/H for all H ⊆ Namev.

Similar to weak bisimilarity for nondeterministic processes, ≈MB is not a con-
gruence with respect to the alternative composition operator. The problem has
to do with fully unstable process terms: e.g., <τ, µ>.<τ, γ>.0 ≈MB <τ, µ·γ

µ+γ >.0
but <τ, µ>.<τ, γ>.0 + <a, λ>.0 6≈MB <τ, µ·γ

µ+γ >.0 + <a, λ>.0. In fact, if it were
a 6= τ then we would have:

rate(<τ, µ>.<τ, γ>.0 + <a, λ>.0, τ, [0]≈MB) = 0
rate(<τ, µ·γ

µ+γ >.0 + <a, λ>.0, τ, [0]≈MB) = µ·γ
µ+γ

otherwise for a = τ we would have:
pbtm(<τ, µ>.<τ, γ>.0 + <a, λ>.0, [0]≈MB) = {| µ

µ+λ ·
(

1
µ+λ + 1

γ

)
, λ

µ+λ · 1
µ+λ |}

pbtm(<τ, µ·γ
µ+γ >.0 + <a, λ>.0, [0]≈MB) = {| 1

µ·γ
µ+γ +λ

|}
The congruence violation with respect to the alternative composition op-

erator can be prevented by adopting a construction analogous to the one used
in [18] for weak bisimilarity over nondeterministic process terms. In other words,
we have to apply the exit rate equality check also to fully unstable process terms,
with the equivalence classes to consider being the ones with respect to ≈MB.



Definition 5. Let P1, P2 ∈ PM. We say that P1 is weakly Markovian bisimu-
lation congruent to P2, written P1 'MB P2, iff for all action names a ∈ Name
and equivalence classes D ∈ PM/≈MB:

rate(P1, a,D) = rate(P2, a, D)

Proposition 3. ∼MB⊂'MB⊂≈MB, with 'MB =≈MB over PM,nfu.

Proposition 4. Let P1, P2 ∈ PM and <a, λ> ∈ ActM. Then <a, λ>.P1 'MB

<a, λ>.P2 iff P1 ≈MB P2.

It turns out that 'MB is the coarsest congruence – with respect to all the
operators of MPC as well as recursion – contained in ≈MB.

Theorem 1. Let P1, P2 ∈ PM. Whenever P1 'MB P2, then:

1. <a, λ>.P1 'MB <a, λ>.P2 for all <a, λ> ∈ ActM.
2. P1 + P 'MB P2 + P and P + P1 'MB P + P2 for all P ∈ PM.
3. P1/H 'MB P2/H for all H ⊆ Namev.

Theorem 2. Let P1, P2 ∈ PM. Then P1 'MB P2 iff P1 + P ≈MB P2 + P for all
P ∈ PM.

With regard to recursion, we need to extend 'MB to open process terms in
the usual way. The congruence proof is based on a notion of weak Markovian
bisimulation up to ≈MB inspired by the notion of Markovian bisimulation up
to ∼MB of [9]. It differs from its nondeterministic counterpart [18] due to the
necessity of working with equivalence classes in this Markovian setting.

Definition 6. Let P1, P2 ∈ PLM be process terms containing free occurrences
of k ∈ N process variables X1, . . . , Xk ∈ Var at most. We define P1 'MB P2 iff
P1{Qi ↪→Xi | 1≤ i≤k} 'MB P2{Qi ↪→Xi | 1≤ i≤k} for all Q1, . . . , Qk ∈PLM

containing no free occurrences of process variables.

Definition 7. Let + denote the operation of transitive closure for relations.
A binary relation B ⊆ (PM,nfu × PM,nfu) ∪ (PM,fu × PM,fu) is a weak Markovian
bisimulation up to ≈MB iff for all (P1, P2) ∈ B:

– If P1, P2 ∈ PM,nfu, then for all a ∈ Name and D ∈ PM/(B ∪ B−1∪ ≈MB)+:
rate(P1, a,D) = rate(P2, a, D)

– If P1, P2 ∈ PM,fu, then for all D ∈ PM,nfu/(B ∪ B−1∪ ≈MB)+:
pbtm(P1, D) = pbtm(P2, D)

Proposition 5. Let B ⊆ (PM,nfu × PM,nfu) ∪ (PM,fu × PM,fu). If B is a weak
Markovian bisimulation up to ≈MB, then (P1, P2) ∈ B implies P1 ≈MB P2 for
all P1, P2 ∈ PM. Moreover (B ∪ B−1∪ ≈MB)+ = ≈MB.

Theorem 3. Let P1, P2 ∈ PLM be process terms containing free occurrences of
k ∈ N process variables X1, . . . , Xk ∈ Var at most. Whenever P1 'MB P2, then
recX1 : . . . : rec Xk : P1 'MB recX1 : . . . : rec Xk : P2.



3.2 Sound and Complete Axiomatization

'MB has a sound and complete axiomatization over the set PM,nr of nonrecursive
process terms of PM, which is shown below. The first four axioms are inherited
from ∼MB. They are valid for 'MB too because ∼MB⊂'MB as stated by Prop. 3.
The fifth axiom characterizes 'MB. Its validity comes from Props. 1 and 4. The
last four axioms are the usual distributive laws for the hiding operator.

(AMB,1) P1 + P2 = P2 + P1

(AMB,2) (P1 + P2) + P3 = P1 + (P2 + P3)
(AMB,3) P + 0 = P
(AMB,4) <a, λ1>.P + <a, λ2>.P = <a, λ1 + λ2>.P

(AMB,5) <a, λ>.
P
i∈I

<τ, µi>.
P

j∈Ji

<τ, γi,j>.Pi,j =

<a, λ>.
P
i∈I

P
j∈Ji

<τ, µi
µ
· γi,j

γ
·
“

1
µ

+ 1
γ

”−1

>.Pi,j

if: I 6= ∅ is a finite index set
Ji 6= ∅ is a finite index set for all i ∈ I
µ =

P
i∈I

µi

γ =
P

j∈Ji

γi,j for all i ∈ I

(AMB,6) 0/H = 0
(AMB,7) (<a, λ>.P )/H = <a, λ>.(P/H) if a /∈ H
(AMB,8) (<a, λ>.P )/H = <τ, λ>.(P/H) if a ∈ H
(AMB,9) (P1 + P2)/H = P1/H + P2/H

Regarding completeness, we show that every nonrecursive process term can
be transformed into a normal form that abstracts from the order of summands
(consistent with the first two axioms), rules out all null summands and occur-
rences of the hiding operator (consistent with the third and the last four axioms),
and does not allow for simplifications based on the fourth and fifth axioms.

Unlike the nondeterministic case, we cannot encode any saturation [18] in
the normal form, as this would alter the quantitative behavior. In contrast, we
elaborate on the result of Prop. 1 so as to discover that pairs of terms related
by ≈MB but not by 'MB enjoy properties concerned with AMB,4 and AMB,5.

Lemma 1. Let P1, P2 ∈ PM,nr. If P1 ≈MB P2 but P1 6'MB P2, then P1 and P2

are respectively of the form:∑
i∈I1

<τ, µ1,i>.P1,i and
∑

i∈I2

<τ, µ2,i>.P2,i

where I1 6= ∅, I2 6= ∅ are finite index sets and at least one process term in
{P1,i | i ∈ I1} ∪ {P2,i | i ∈ I2} is fully unstable. Moreover:

{D ∈ PM/≈MB| ∃i ∈ I1. P1,i ∈ D} 6= {D ∈ PM/≈MB| ∃i ∈ I2. P2,i ∈ D}
Proposition 6. Let P1, P2 ∈ PM,nr. If P1 ≈MB P2 but P1 6'MB P2, then at least
one between P1 and P2 is of the form:∑

i∈I

<τ, µi>.
∑

j∈Ji

<τ, γi,j>.Pi,j

where I 6= ∅ is a finite index set, Ji 6= ∅ is a finite index set for all i ∈ I, and
one of the following two properties holds:



–
∑

j∈Ji1

<τ, γi1,j>.Pi1,j ≈MB

∑
j∈Ji2

<τ, γi2,j>.Pi2,j for all i1, i2 ∈ I.

–
∑

j∈Ji1

γi1,j =
∑

j∈Ji2

γi2,j for all i1, i2 ∈ I.

Definition 8. We say that P ∈ PM,nr is in 'MB-normal-form iff either P is 0
or P is of the form

∑
i∈I <ai, λi>.Pi with I finite and nonempty, P initially

minimal with respect to AMB,4, <ai, λi>.Pi initially minimal with respect to
AMB,5 for all i ∈ I, and Pi in 'MB-normal-form for all i ∈ I.

In the definition above, by P initially minimal with respect to AMB,4 we
mean that P does not contain any two summands like the ones on the left-hand
side of AMB,4. Likewise, by <ai, λi>.Pi initially minimal with respect to AMB,5

we mean that <ai, λi>.Pi does not match the left-hand side of AMB,5.
It is worth noting that by virtue of Prop. 6, whenever it holds P1 ≈MB P2

but P1 6'MB P2, then at least one between P1 and P2 is not in 'MB-normal-form
because of a violation of initial minimality with respect to AMB,4 or AMB,5. This
fact will be exploited in the proof of the completeness part of Thm. 4 below.

Lemma 2. For all P ∈ PM,nr there exists Q ∈ PM,nr in 'MB-normal-form such
that AMB ` P = Q.

Theorem 4. Let P1, P2 ∈ PM,nr. Then AMB ` P1 = P2 ⇐⇒ P1 'MB P2.

3.3 Exactness at Steady State

Weak Markovian bisimulation equivalence and the coarsest congruence contained
in it are more liberal than Markovian bisimilarity, because they allow every se-
quence of exponentially timed τ -actions to be considered equivalent to a single
exponentially timed τ -action having the same average duration. From a stochas-
tic viewpoint, this amounts to approximating a hypoexponentially or Erlang
distributed random variable with an exponentially distributed random variable
having the same expected value. From a performance evaluation viewpoint, this
can be exploited to assess more quickly properties expressed in terms of the
mean time to certain events by working on an aggregated CTMC. 1

However, it is not necessarily the case that those properties are the only ones
preserved by the two weak Markovian behavioral equivalences that we have in-
troduced. This can be investigated by examining the CTMC-level aggregation
induced by such equivalences. If it turns out to be an exact CTMC-level aggre-
gation, then the two weak Markovian behavioral equivalences preserve all the
performance characteristics. This means that they can be used for reducing the
size of models with an underlying CTMC-based semantics without altering the
value of any performance measure. 2

1 To be precise, since the Markov property of the original CTMC is not preserved but
the aggregated stochastic process is still assumed to be a CTMC, it would be more
appropriate to call the aggregation a pseudo-aggregation [22].

2 To be precise, this is true as long as rewards [15, 7] are not associated with fully
unstable states and exponentially timed τ -transitions, which is quite reasonable.



Since ∼MB is consistent with ordinary lumpability and the axiomatization
of 'MB differs from the one of ∼MB only for AMB,5, we can concentrate on this
axiom when studying the CTMC-level aggregation induced by ≈MB and 'MB.
If we view AMB,5 without its two <a, λ> actions as the following rewriting rule:

|  |I

|  |Iµ

1,1γ 1, J|   |1
γ I|  |,1γ

1µ

γ I J|  |, |      ||  |I
.1µ

µ
. +

µ γ

−1
1, J|   |1

γ
γ

1 1

. 1,1γ

γ
.1µ

µ
+

µ γ

−1
1 1 µ|  |I .

µ
γ I J|  |, |      ||  |I

γ
. +

µ γ
−11 1

. +
µ γ

−1
I|  |,1γµ|  |I .

µ γ
1 1

0s

1s s

i,js

s’

i,js

0

then we say that a CTMC is W-lumpable iff a portion of its state space matches
the left-hand side of the rewriting rule, in which case it is replaced by the right-
hand side where the topmost 1 + |I| states have been merged into a single one.

Theorem 5. W-lumpability is exact at steady state, i.e., the stationary proba-
bility of being in a macrostate of a CTMC obtained via W-lumpability is the sum
of the stationary probabilities of being in one of the constituent microstates of
the CTMC from which the reduced one has been obtained.

Unlike ordinary lumpability and T-lumpability, W-lumpability is not exact at
transient state, which means that properties expressed in terms of transient state
probabilities may not be preserved. A counterexample is provided by process
terms P̄1 and P̄2 of Ex. 1, because the sum of the probabilities of being in one
of the first two states of [[P̄1]]M at time t ∈ R>0 is different from the probability
of being in the first state of [[P̄2]]M at the same time instant.

In fact, the probability of being in that state of [[P̄2]]M at that time is the
probability that the exponentially distributed duration of its outgoing transition
is greater than t, which is 1− (1−e−

µ·γ
µ+γ ·t) = e−

µ·γ
µ+γ ·t and reduces to e−

µ
2 ·t when

µ = γ. In contrast, the probability of being in one of those states of [[P̄1]]M at
that time is the probability that the hypoexponentially (for µ 6= γ) or Erlang
(for µ = γ) distributed duration of their two consecutive outgoing transitions is
greater than t, which is 1−(1− γ

γ−µ ·e−µ·t+ µ
γ−µ ·e−γ·t) = γ

γ−µ ·e−µ·t− µ
γ−µ ·e−γ·t

or 1− (1− (1 + µ · t) · e−µ·t) = (1 + µ · t) · e−µ·t, respectively.

3.4 Decidability in Polynomial Time

In order to check whether P1 ≈MB P2 or P1 'MB P2 for any two finite-state
processes P1, P2 ∈ PM, similar to other bisimulation equivalences we can employ
a partition refinement algorithm based on [20] that:

– Starts with a partition containing one equivalence class for all the non-fully-
unstable states of [[P1]]M and [[P2]]M and one equivalence class for all the fully
unstable states of [[P1]]M and [[P2]]M.



– Refines the partition until a fixed point is reached, by applying the rate-based
equality check for splitting the classes of non-fully-unstable states and the
pbtm-based equality check for splitting the classes of fully unstable states.

– In the case of ≈MB, returns yes or no depending on whether P1 and P2

belong to the same equivalence class.
– In the case of 'MB, returns yes or no depending on whether P1 and P2 belong

to the same equivalence class and satisfy the rate-based equality check with
respect to all action names and equivalence classes.

Unlike weak bisimulation equivalences for nondeterministic processes and
probabilistic processes – which can be decided in polynomial time for all pairs
of finite-state processes with analogous partition refinement algorithms [16, 2] –
the above algorithm executes in polynomial time only when [[P1]]M and [[P2]]M
have no cycles of exponentially timed internal transitions.

In fact, while cycles of nondeterministic internal transitions are unimportant
from a quantitative viewpoint and cycles of probabilistic internal transitions
can be left in the long run with probability 1 (if admitting a way out) or 0 (if
connecting an absorbing set of states), cycles of exponentially timed internal
transitions cause time to progress and hence cannot be ignored. In particular,
their presence causes pbtm multisets to be infinite.

For instance, consider P ≡ <τ, µ>. recX : (<τ, δ>.X + <τ, γ>.Q) where
Q ∈ PM,nfu. Due to the presence in [[P ]]M of the exponentially timed internal
selfloop labeled with <τ, δ>, we have that pbtm(P, [Q]≈MB) contains infinitely
many probtime values of the form ( δ

δ+γ )n · γ
δ+γ ·( 1

µ +(n+1) · 1
δ+γ ) where n ∈ N. If

the selfloop were ignored, then P would erroneously be considered to be weakly
Markovian bisimilar to <τ, µ·γ

µ+γ >.Q. Likewise, if only a finite number of probtime
values were taken into account, then P would erroneously be considered to be
weakly Markovian bisimilar to some process such that the average duration of
all the reducible computations starting from that process is bounded.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a weak variant ≈MB of Markovian bisimilar-
ity for sequential processes with abstraction, which reduces any sequence of at
least two exponentially timed τ -actions to a single exponentially timed τ -action
whenever it is possible to preserve the average duration and the execution prob-
ability of the sequence. Then, we have characterized the coarsest congruence
'MB contained in ≈MB and we have found a sound and complete axiomatiza-
tion for it, which has been exploited to prove the exactness at steady state of
the induced CTMC-level aggregation for all the considered processes. Finally,
we have established the decidability in polynomial time of ≈MB and 'MB over
finite-state processes without cycles of exponentially timed internal actions.

From a different viewpoint, this paper confirms in a Markovian setting the
adequacy of the construction used in [18] to single out the coarsest congruence
included in a weak bisimulation equivalence for nondeterministic processes that



is not closed with respect to alternative composition. It is worth noting that
different approaches to the definition of a weak bisimulation equivalence like
branching bisimulation [11] and dynamic/progressing bisimulation [19] are no
longer suitable in a Markovian setting, as they are too demanding about match-
ing exponentially timed internal actions.

On the stochastic side, we have assumed in this paper that an external ob-
server can see the names of the actions that are performed by the processes
as well as the average durations of those actions. Consequently, the external
observer is not able to distinguish between an arbitrarily long sequence of ex-
ponentially timed τ -actions and a single exponentially timed τ -action having
the same average duration. This leads to a state space reduction that preserves
steady-state performance measures, but not transient-state performance mea-
sures except those that are expressed in terms of mean time to certain events.
We point out that considering higher moments – e.g., the variance – of the du-
ration of the actions in addition to its expectation may bring some advantage
in terms of transient measure preservation. However, we would end up with
a much finer Markovian behavioral equivalence, because the two random vari-
ables respectively quantifying the duration of a sequence of exponentially timed
τ -actions and the duration of a single exponentially timed τ -action do not nec-
essarily have the same variance when their expected values coincide.

4.1 Related Work

The idea of reducing a sequence of exponentially timed τ -actions to a single
exponentially timed τ -action preserving the average duration of the action se-
quence was originally proposed in [14] through a relation called weak (Marko-
vian) isomorphism. This was shown to be a congruence for both sequential and
concurrent processes and to be exact at steady state only for a class of processes
satisfying certain constraints on action synchronization. However, unlike ≈MB

and 'MB, no axiomatization was provided.
In this paper, we have revisited the idea at the basis of weak (Markovian)

isomorphism in the less restrictive bisimulation framework. An important exten-
sion with respect to [14] is that we have considered not only individual sequences
of exponentially timed τ -actions. In fact, we have addressed trees of exponen-
tially timed τ -actions and we have established the conditions under which such
trees can be reduced by preserving both the average duration and the execution
probability of their branches. For instance, the pairs of process terms compared
in Exs. 2 and 3 are not related by weak (Markovian) isomorphism. A further
difference with respect to [14] is that W-lumpability is exact at steady state for
all processes even if we consider a Markovian process calculus including parallel
composition – as the memoryless property of exponential distributions allows
us to take an interleaving view of concurrent process terms – without having to
respect any constraint on action synchronization.

Another approach to abstracting from τ -actions in an exponentially timed
setting comes from [8], where a variant of Markovian bisimilarity was defined that
checks for exit rate equality with respect to all equivalence classes apart from the



one including the processes under examination. Congruence and axiomatization
results were provided for the proposed equivalence, and a logical characterization
based on CSL was illustrated in [3]. However, unlike ≈MB and 'MB, nothing was
said about exactness.

4.2 Future Work

A drawback of 'MB is that – unlike weak (Markovian) isomorphism – it is not a
congruence with respect to parallel composition, a fact that limits its usefulness
for compositional state space reduction purposes. We are currently working on a
generalization of 'MB inspired by [14] that exploits context-related information
when traversing trees of exponentially timed τ -actions of concurrent processes.
The idea is to allow for reductions also in the case of replicas of computations
originated from a single process whose local states are fully unstable but are part
of global states (due to parallel composition) that are not fully unstable [5].

Having two distinct weak Markovian bisimulation congruences – 'MB and
its generalization to concurrent processes – seems to be justified by the tradeoff
that exists between achieving compositionality also over concurrent processes
and ensuring exactness at steady state for all the considered processes without
imposing any constraint.
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Appendix: Proofs of Results of Sect. 3

Proof of Prop. 1. Let us call P1 and P2 the two considered process terms
and let

∑
i∈I µi ≡ µ and

∑
j∈Ji1

γi1,j =
∑

j∈Ji2
γi2,j ≡ γ for all i1, i2 ∈ I. It

turns out that B = {(P1, P2), (P2, P1)}∪{(P, P ) | P ∈ PM} is a weak Markovian
bisimulation. In fact, for all D ∈ PM,nfu/B there are three nontrivial cases all
regarding P1 and P2:

– If D does not contain any Pi,j and is not reachable via reducible computa-
tions from any Pi,j , then:

pbtm(P1, D) = ∅ = pbtm(P2, D)
– If D = {Pi0,j0} for some i0 ∈ I and j0 ∈ Ji0 , then:

pbtm(P1, D) = {| µi0
µ · γi0,j0

γ ·
(

1
µ + 1

γ

)
|} =

= {|
µi0

µ · γi0,j0
γ ·( 1

µ + 1
γ )−1

r · 1
r |} = pbtm(P2, D)

where:
r =

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈Ji

µi

µ · γi,j

γ ·
(

1
µ + 1

γ

)−1

=
(

1
µ + 1

γ

)−1

·∑
i∈I

µi

µ · ∑
j∈Ji

γi,j

γ =
(

1
µ + 1

γ

)−1

– If D is reachable via reducible computations from Pi0,j0 for some i0 ∈ I and
j0 ∈ Ji0 , then for each such reducible computation the probtime contribution
from P1 to Pi0,j0 coincides with the probtime contribution from P2 to Pi0,j0 :

µi0
µ · γi0,j0

γ ·
(

1
µ + 1

γ

)
=

µi0
µ · γi0,j0

γ ·( 1
µ + 1

γ )−1

r · 1
r

where r is as in the previous case. Therefore:
pbtm(P1, D) = pbtm(P2, D)

Proof of Prop. 2. Let P1, P2 ∈ PM be such that P1 ≈MB P2 and let B be a
weak Markovian bisimulation containing the pair (P1, P2):

1. Given <a, λ> ∈ ActM, it turns out that the symmetric and transitive clo-
sure B′ of the relation B ∪ {(<a, λ>.P1, <a, λ>.P2)} is a weak Markovian
bisimulation. In fact, there are two nontrivial cases regarding <a, λ>.P1 and
<a, λ>.P2 and the equivalence class D with respect to B′ containing P1, P2:
– If a 6= τ , then <a, λ>.P1, <a, λ>.P2 ∈ PM,nfu and for all a′ ∈ Name and

D′ ∈ PM/B′ we have that:

rate(<a, λ>.P1, a
′, D′)=rate(<a, λ>.P2, a

′, D′)=
{

λ if a′=a ∧D′=D
0 if a′ 6=a ∨D′ 6=D

– If a = τ , then <a, λ>.P1, <a, λ>.P2 ∈ PM,fu with the only equivalence
class reachable in one step by both of them being D. Let D′ ∈ PM,nfu/B′.
If D′ is not reachable from D via reducible computations, then:

pbtm(<a, λ>.P1, D
′) = ∅ = pbtm(<a, λ>.P2, D

′)
otherwise for each reducible computation to D′ the probtime contribu-
tion from <a, λ>.P1 to D coincides with the probtime contribution from
<a, λ>.P2 to D and hence:

pbtm(<a, λ>.P1, D
′) = pbtm(<a, λ>.P2, D

′)



2. Given H ⊆ Namev, it turns out that the transitive closure B′ of the relation
B∪{(P ′1/H, P ′2/H) | (P ′1, P ′2) ∈ B} is a weak Markovian bisimulation. In fact,
there are two nontrivial cases all regarding pairs (P ′1/H, P ′2/H) ∈ B′ and
equivalence classes D of the form [P ′/H]B′ = {P ′′/H ∈ PM | P ′′ ∈ [P ′]B}:
– If P ′1/H, P ′2/H ∈ PM,nfu, then rate(P ′1/H, a, D) = rate(P ′2/H, a,D)

because for h ∈ {1, 2} it holds that rate(P ′h/H, a, D) is equal to:



0 if a ∈ H
rate(P ′h, a, [P ′]B) if a /∈ H ∪ {τ}∑
b∈H∪{τ}

rate(P ′h, b, [P ′]B) if a = τ

– If P ′1/H, P ′2/H ∈ PM,fu, for D ⊆ PM,nfu we have that each reducible
computation from P ′1 (resp. P ′2) to [P ′]B induces a reducible computa-
tion from P ′1/H (resp. P ′2/H) to D with the same probtime measure.
In addition, there might be further reducible computations from P ′1/H
(resp. P ′2/H) to D originated from the fact that /H has made some
intermediate states between P ′1 (resp. P ′2) and [P ′]B fully unstable. Since
(P ′1, P

′
2) ∈ B and B is a weak Markovian bisimulation, those intermedi-

ate states have to be pairwise related by B and hence have to pass the
exit rate equality check, which is enough to guarantee that the multiset
of additional reducible computations from P ′1/H to D having a certain
average duration and the multiset of additional reducible computations
from P ′2/H to D having the same average duration have the same sum
of probtime measures. Therefore pbtm(P ′1/H,D) = pbtm(P ′2/H,D).

Proof of Prop. 3. Let P1, P2 ∈ PM. The proof is divided into five parts:

– Firstly, we prove that P1 ∼MB P2 implies P1 ≈MB P2. If P1 ∼MB P2, then
there exists a Markovian bisimulation B containing the pair (P1, P2). It turns
out that B is a weak Markovian bisimulation too. In fact, observed that B
cannot contain any pair composed of a fully unstable process term and a
non-fully-unstable process term, the following holds for all (P ′1, P

′
2) ∈ B:

• If P ′1, P
′
2 ∈ PM,nfu, then for all a ∈ Name and D ∈ PM/B:

rate(P ′1, a,D) = rate(P ′2, a, D)
The reason is that (P ′1, P

′
2) ∈ B and B is a Markovian bisimulation.

• If P ′1, P
′
2 ∈ PM,fu, then for all D ⊆ PM,nfu/B:

pbtm(P ′1, D) = pbtm(P ′2, D)
The reason is that, since (P ′1, P

′
2) ∈ B and B is a Markovian bisim-

ulation, for each maximal multiset of reducible computations from P ′1
(resp. P ′2) to D whose corresponding traversed states form pairs con-
tained in B, there exists a maximal multiset of reducible computations
from P ′2 (resp. P ′1) to D whose corresponding traversed states form pairs
contained in B, such that all corresponding states traversed by the re-
ducible computations in the two multisets form pairs contained in B.
Therefore, the two multisets contribute to pbtm with the same sum of
probtime measures.



– Secondly, we demonstrate that P1 ∼MB P2 implies P1 'MB P2. Since we
have proved that ∼MB⊆≈MB, the equivalence classes of ≈MB are unions of
equivalence classes of ∼MB. Thus, if P1 ∼MB P2 and we take a ∈ Name and
D ∈ PM/≈MB with D = ∪i∈IDi and Di ∈ PM/∼MB for all i ∈ I, we have:
rate(P1, a,D) =

∑
i∈I

rate(P1, a,Di) =
∑
i∈I

rate(P2, a, Di) = rate(P2, a,D)

which means that P1 'MB P2.
– Thirdly, we show that P1 'MB P2 implies P1 ≈MB P2. Whenever P1 'MB P2,

then P1 ≈MB P2 because:
• If P1, P2 ∈ PM,nfu, then for all a ∈ Name and D ∈ PM/≈MB:

rate(P1, a,D) = rate(P2, a, D)
The reason is that P1 'MB P2.

• If P1, P2 ∈ PM,fu, then for all D ⊆ PM,nfu/≈MB:
pbtm(P1, D) = pbtm(P2, D)

The reason is that, since P1 'MB P2, both P1 and P2 reach in one step
the same equivalence classes at the same rates and hence the first step
towards D contributes to pbtm in the same way for P1 and P2. At that
point, it is enough to consider among those equivalence classes reached
in one step by P1 and P2 both D itself (if reachable in one step) and the
ones from which it is possible to arrive at D via reducible computations.

– Fourthly, we prove that the inclusions are strict. For example, we have:
<a, λ>.<τ, µ>.<τ, γ>.0 6∼MB <a, λ>.<τ, µ·γ

µ+γ >.0
<a, λ>.<τ, µ>.<τ, γ>.0 'MB <a, λ>.<τ, µ·γ

µ+γ >.0
and:

<τ, µ>.<τ, γ>.0 6'MB <τ, µ·γ
µ+γ >.0

<τ, µ>.<τ, γ>.0 ≈MB <τ, µ·γ
µ+γ >.0

– Finally, the fact that P1 'MB P2 iff P1 ≈MB P2 when P1, P2 ∈ PM,nfu stems
immediately from the definitions of 'MB and ≈MB.

Proof of Prop. 4. A straightforward consequence of the definition of 'MB.

Proof of Thm. 1. Let P1, P2 ∈ PM be such that P1 'MB P2:

1. By virtue of Prop. 3, from P1 'MB P2 it follows that P1 ≈MB P2 and hence
P1 and P2 belong to the same equivalence class D with respect to ≈MB.
Given <a, λ> ∈ ActM, for all a′ ∈ Name and D′ ∈ PM/≈MB we have that:

rate(<a, λ>.P1, a
′, D′) = rate(<a, λ>.P2, a

′, D′) =
{

λ if a′=a ∧D′=D
0 if a′ 6=a ∨D′ 6=D

Therefore <a, λ>.P1 'MB <a, λ>.P2.
2. Given P ∈ PM, for all a ∈ Name and D ∈ PM/≈MB we have that:

rate(P1 + P, a, D) = rate(P1, a, D) + rate(P, a,D) =
= rate(P2, a, D) + rate(P, a,D) = rate(P2 + P, a, D)

because P1 'MB P2. Therefore P1 +P 'MB P2 +P and P +P1 'MB P +P2.
3. Given H ⊆ Namev, for all a ∈ Name and D ∈ PM/≈MB there are two cases:

– If D does not contain any term of the form P/H, then:
rate(P1/H, a,D) = 0 = rate(P2/H, a, D)



– If D = [P/H]≈MB , then we can exploit the congruence property of ≈MB

with respect to the hiding operator as established by Prop. 2 in order
to express D as

⋃
P ′∈D′ [P ′]≈MB/H, where D′ is a maximal set includ-

ing P of process terms that are pairwise not related by ≈MB, such that
P ′/H ≈MB P/H for all P ′ ∈ D′. As a consequence:

rate(P1/H, a, D) = rate(P2/H, a,D)
because for h ∈ {1, 2} it holds that rate(Ph/H, a, D) is equal to:




0 if a ∈ H∑
P ′∈D′

rate(Ph, a, [P ′]≈MB) if a /∈ H ∪ {τ}
∑

P ′∈D′

∑
b∈H∪{τ}

rate(Ph, b, [P ′]≈MB) if a = τ

and P1 'MB P2.
Therefore P1/H 'MB P2/H.

Proof of Thm. 2. Let P1, P2 ∈ PM. The proof is divided into two parts:

⇒ If P1 'MB P2, then by virtue of Thm. 1 it follows that P1 + P 'MB P2 + P
for all P ∈ PM. Due to Prop. 3, this implies that P1 + P ≈MB P2 + P for all
P ∈ PM.

⇐ Suppose that P1 + P ≈MB P2 + P for all P ∈ PM. Since it is possible to
find P̄ ∈ PM such that neither P1 + P̄ nor P2 + P̄ is fully unstable, from
P1 + P̄ ≈MB P2 + P̄ it follows that P1 + P̄ 'MB P2 + P̄ because 'MB and
≈MB coincide over PM,nfu as established by Prop. 3. Since for all a ∈ Name
and D ∈ PM/≈MB it then holds that:

rate(P1, a, D) = rate(P1 + P̄ , a, D)− rate(P̄ , a, D) =
= rate(P2 + P̄ , a, D)− rate(P̄ , a, D) = rate(P2, a,D)

we have that P1 'MB P2.

Proof of Prop. 5. Let B be a weak Markovian bisimulation up to ≈MB. We
first show that (B ∪ B−1∪ ≈MB)+ is a weak Markovian bisimulation by proving
by induction on n ∈ N>0 that for all (P1, P2) ∈ (B ∪ B−1∪ ≈MB)n:

– If P1, P2 ∈ PM,nfu, then for all a ∈ Name and D ∈ PM/(B ∪ B−1∪ ≈MB)+:
rate(P1, a,D) = rate(P2, a, D)

– If P1, P2 ∈ PM,fu, then for all D ∈ PM,nfu/(B ∪ B−1∪ ≈MB)+:
pbtm(P1, D) = pbtm(P2, D)

Let (P1, P2) ∈ (B ∪ B−1∪ ≈MB)n:

– If n = 1, then (P1, P2) ∈ B ∪ B−1∪ ≈MB. There are two cases:
• If (P1, P2) ∈ B ∪ B−1, then the result immediately follows from the fact

that B is a weak Markovian bisimulation up to ≈MB.
• If (P1, P2) ∈ ≈MB, then the result stems from the fact that ≈MB⊆

(B∪B−1∪ ≈MB)+ and hence each equivalence class of (B∪B−1∪ ≈MB)+

is the union of some equivalence classes of ≈MB.



– Let n > 1 and the result hold for all (Q1, Q2) ∈ (B ∪ B−1∪ ≈MB)n−1. From
(P1, P2) ∈ (B ∪ B−1∪ ≈MB)n, we derive that there exists P ∈ PM such that
(P1, P ) ∈ (B∪B−1∪ ≈MB)n−1 and (P, P2) ∈ B∪B−1∪ ≈MB. Then the result
holds both for the pair (P1, P ) – by the induction hypothesis – and for the
pair (P, P2) – by reasoning like in the case n = 1. As a consequence, the
three process terms P1, P2, and P all belong either to PM,nfu or to PM,fu and
hence the result follows for the pair (P1, P2) by transitivity of rate equality
or pbtm equality, respectively.

Since we have proved that (B∪B−1∪ ≈MB)+ is a weak Markovian bisimulation,
(B∪B−1∪ ≈MB)+ ⊆≈MB. On the other hand, B ⊆ (B∪B−1∪ ≈MB)+. Therefore,
B ⊆≈MB by transitivity of set inclusion, i.e., (P1, P2) ∈ B implies P1 ≈MB P2

for all P1, P2 ∈ PM. We also note that (B ∪ B−1∪ ≈MB)+ = ≈MB.

Proof of Thm. 3. Without loss of generality, we assume for simplicity that the
two process terms P1, P2 ∈ PLM such that P1 'MB P2 contain free occurrences
of a single process variable X ∈ Var . Consider the binary relation:

B = {(P{rec X : P1 ↪→ X}, P{rec X : P2 ↪→ X}) |
P ∈ PLM containing free occurrences of X at most}

which is a subset of (PLM,nfu×PLM,nfu)∪ (PLM,fu×PLM,fu). In fact, e.g., the
case P{recX : P1 ↪→ X} ∈ PLM,nfu and P{rec X : P2 ↪→ X} ∈ PLM,fu is not
possible because:

– If P is not a process variable, then the actions enabled by P{recX : P1 ↪→ X}
and the actions enabled by P{recX : P2 ↪→ X} coincide with the actions
enabled by P .

– If P is a process variable, which must be X, then P{rec X : P1 ↪→ X}
is equal to rec X : P1 and P{rec X : P2 ↪→ X} is equal to rec X : P2.
The two resulting process terms are isomorphic to P1{recX : P1 ↪→ X}
and P2{rec X : P2 ↪→ X}, respectively, with P1{recX : P1 ↪→ X} 'MB

P2{rec X : P2 ↪→ X} because P1 'MB P2.

Similar to [18], we show that B has a property stronger than being a weak
Markovian bisimulation up to ≈MB: for each P ∈ PLM containing free occur-
rences of X at most, it holds that for all action names a ∈ Name and equivalence
classes D ∈ PLM/(B ∪ B−1∪ ≈MB)+:

rate(P{rec X : P1 ↪→ X}, a,D) ≤ rate(P{recX : P2 ↪→ X}, a, D)
(like in [9], ≥ can be established between the two rate values with a symmetric
argument, from which it can be concluded that the two rate values coincide).

If rate(P{rec X : P1 ↪→ X}, a, D) = 0, then the property trivially holds,
otherwise we proceed by induction on the maximum depth d ∈ N>0 of the
inferences of the transitions from P{rec X : P1 ↪→ X} to D labeled with a:

– If d = 1, then only the semantic rule for the action prefix operator has
been applied and hence P must be of the form <a, λ>.P ′ (notice that it
cannot be P equal to X because in that case P{recX : P1 ↪→ X} would be
equal to rec X : P1, which would contradict d = 1). Thus, for i ∈ {1, 2} we



have that P{rec X : Pi ↪→ X} is of the form <a, λ>.(P ′{rec X : Pi ↪→ X}.
Since P ′ contains free occurrences of X at most, (P ′{recX : P1 ↪→ X},
P ′{rec X : P2 ↪→ X}) ∈ B and hence both process terms belong to D. Thus
rate(P{recX : P1 ↪→ X}, a, D) = λ = rate(P{recX : P2 ↪→ X}, a, D).

– Let d > 1 and suppose that the property holds for all triples composed of a
pair of process terms in B, an equivalence class D′, and an action name a′

such that there are transitions from the first process term of the pair to D′

labeled with a′ and the maximum depth of their inferences is at most d− 1.
There are four cases:
• If P is of the form P ′ + P ′′, then for i ∈ {1, 2} we have that

P{recX : Pi ↪→ X} is of the form P ′{rec X : Pi ↪→ X} +
P ′′{recX : Pi ↪→ X} and hence rate(P{recX : Pi ↪→ X}, a, D) =
rate(P ′{recX : Pi ↪→ X}, a, D) + rate(P ′′{rec X : Pi ↪→ X}, a, D).
In this case, the semantic rules for the alternative composition operator
are applied first and hence the transitions from P ′{rec X : P1 ↪→ X}
and P ′′{recX : P1 ↪→ X} to D labeled with a are considered (their
inferences have maximum depth d− 1). If there are no such transitions
from P ′{recX : P1 ↪→ X}, then rate(P ′{recX : P1 ↪→ X}, a,D) = 0,
otherwise – since P ′ contains free occurrences of X at most – from the
induction hypothesis it follows that rate(P ′{recX : P1 ↪→ X}, a, D) ≤
rate(P ′{recX : P2 ↪→ X}, a, D). Using a similar argument, we have that
rate(P ′′{rec X : P1 ↪→ X}, a, D) = 0 or by the induction hypothesis
rate(P ′′{rec X : P1 ↪→ X}, a, D) ≤ rate(P ′′{recX : P2 ↪→ X}, a, D).
Thus rate(P{rec X : P1 ↪→ X}, a,D) ≤ rate(P{recX : P2 ↪→ X}, a, D).

• If P is a process variable, which must be X, then for i ∈ {1, 2} we
have that P{recX : Pi ↪→ X} is equal to rec X : Pi, which in turn is
isomorphic to Pi{rec X : Pi ↪→ X} and hence rate(rec X : Pi, a,D) =
rate(Pi{rec X : Pi ↪→ X}, a,D). In this case, the semantic rule for recur-
sion is applied first and hence the transitions from P1{recX : P1 ↪→ X}
to D labeled with a are considered (their inferences have maximum
depth d − 1). Since P1 contains free occurrences of X at most, from
the induction hypothesis it follows that rate(P1{recX : P1 ↪→ X}, a,D)
≤ rate(P1{recX : P2 ↪→ X}, a, D), with rate(P1{rec X : P2 ↪→ X}, a,D)
= rate(P2{rec X : P2 ↪→ X}, a, D) because P1 'MB P2. Thus
rate(rec X : P1, a,D) ≤ rate(recX : P2, a, D).

• If P is of the form rec Y : P ′, then there are two subcases:
∗ If Y = X, then P contains no free occurrences of X. Therefore, for

i ∈ {1, 2} we have that P{rec X : Pi ↪→ X} is equal to P and hence
rate(P{rec X : P1 ↪→ X}, a,D) = rate(P{recX : P2 ↪→ X}, a, D).

∗ If Y 6= X, then for i ∈ {1, 2} we have that P{rec X : Pi ↪→ X}
is isomorphic to P ′{rec Y : P ′ ↪→ Y }{recX : Pi ↪→ X} and hence
rate(P{rec X : Pi ↪→ X}, a, D) = rate(P ′{rec Y : P ′ ↪→ Y }
{rec X : Pi ↪→ X}, a, D). In this case, the semantic rule for recursion
is applied first and hence the transitions from
P ′{rec Y : P ′ ↪→ Y }{recX : P1 ↪→ X} to D labeled with a are con-
sidered (their inferences have maximum depth d − 1). Since



P ′{rec Y : P ′ ↪→ Y } contains free occurrences of X at most, from
the induction hypothesis it follows that rate(P ′{recY : P ′ ↪→ Y }
{rec X : P1 ↪→ X}, a, D) ≤ rate(P ′{recY : P ′ ↪→ Y }
{rec X : P2 ↪→ X}, a, D). Thus rate(P{rec X : P1 ↪→ X}, a, D) ≤
rate(P{rec X : P2 ↪→ X}, a,D).

• If P is of the form P ′/H, then for i ∈ {1, 2} we have that
P{recX : Pi ↪→ X} is of the form (P ′{rec X : Pi ↪→ X})/H. In this
case, the semantic rules for the hiding operator are applied first and
hence the transitions from P ′{rec X : P1 ↪→ X} to [Q′](B∪B−1∪≈MB)+

labeled with a′ are considered (their inferences have maximum depth
d − 1), where Q′/H ∈ D and a′ = a for a /∈ H ∪ {τ}, a′ ∈ H ∪ {τ} for
a = τ . Since ≈MB is a congruence with respect to the hiding operator
by virtue of Prop. 2, and B can be easily shown to be a congruence with
respect to the hiding operator, the equivalence class D can be expressed
as

⋃
Q′′∈D′ [Q

′′](B∪B−1∪≈MB)+/H, where D′ is a maximal set including Q′

of process terms that are pairwise not related by (B∪B−1∪ ≈MB)+, such
that (Q′′/H,Q′/H) ∈ (B ∪ B−1∪ ≈MB)+ for all Q′′ ∈ D′. As a conse-
quence, for i ∈ {1, 2} we have that rate((P ′{recX : Pi ↪→ X})/H, a,D)
is equal to:
∗ 0 if a ∈ H.
∗ ∑

Q′′∈D′rate(P ′{recX:Pi ↪→X}, a, [Q′′](B∪B−1∪≈MB)+) if a /∈H∪{τ}.
∗ ∑

Q′′∈D′
∑

a′∈H∪{τ} rate(P ′{recX :Pi ↪→ X}, a′, [Q′′](B∪B−1∪≈MB)+)
if a = τ .

For each of the rate summands giving rise to the P1-related value
rate((P ′{recX : P1 ↪→ X})/H, a,D), if there are no transitions con-
tributing to the rate summand, then the summand is equal to 0, oth-
erwise – since P ′ contains free occurrences of X at most – from the
induction hypothesis it follows that the summand is not greater than
the corresponding rate summand for P2. Therefore, we conclude that
rate((P ′{recX:P1 ↪→ X})/H, a, D) ≤ rate((P ′{recX:P2 ↪→ X})/H, a,D).

From the property of B that we have proved (and the symmetrical prop-
erty), it follows that B is a weak Markovian bisimulation up to ≈MB. In fact, if
P{rec X : P1 ↪→ X}, P{rec X : P2 ↪→ X} ∈ PLM,fu, then for all
D ∈ PLM,nfu/(B ∪ B−1∪ ≈MB)+ it holds that pbtm(P{recX : P1 ↪→ X}, D) =
pbtm(P{recX : P2 ↪→ X}, D). The reason is that both P{rec X : P1 ↪→ X} and
P{rec X : P2 ↪→ X} reach in one step the same equivalence classes at the same
rates and hence the first step towards D contributes to pbtm in the same way
for P{recX : P1 ↪→ X} and P{recX : P2 ↪→ X}.

Therefore, by virtue of Prop. 5 we have that (B ∪ B−1∪ ≈MB)+ = ≈MB and
hence what we have proved is that, for each P ∈ PLM containing free occurrences
of X at most, it holds that for all a ∈ Name and D ∈ PLM/≈MB:

rate(P{rec X : P1 ↪→ X}, a,D) = rate(P{recX : P2 ↪→ X}, a, D)
This means that P{recX : P1 ↪→ X} 'MB P{recX : P2 ↪→ X} for all P ∈ PLM

containing free occurrences of X at most. We finally derive rec X : P1 'MB

recX : P2 by taking P equal to X.



Proof of Lemma 1. Let P1, P2 ∈ PM,nr be such that P1 ≈MB P2 but P1 6'MB P2.
The proof is divided into three parts:

– Since ≈MB and 'MB coincide over PM,nfu as established by Prop. 3, both
P1 and P2 must be fully unstable. Since P1 and P2 are nonrecursive, no rec
binder can occur in them and hence both of them must start with one or more
alternative exponentially timed τ -actions, i.e., P1 ≡

∑
i∈I1

<τ, µ1,i>.P1,i and
P2 ≡

∑
i∈I2

<τ, µ2,i>.P2,i where I1 6= ∅, I2 6= ∅ are finite index sets.
– If all the derivative process terms P1,i, i ∈ I1, of P1 and P2,i, i ∈ I2, of P2

were not fully unstable, then for k ∈ {1, 2} and D ∈ PM,nfu/≈MB we would
have:

pbtm(Pk, D) = {| rate(Pk,τ,D)
ratet(Pk) · 1

ratet(Pk) |}
If we let:

v(Pk, D) = rate(Pk,τ,D)
ratet(Pk) · 1

ratet(Pk)

we would derive:
rate(Pk, τ, D) = v(Pk, D) · ratet(Pk) · ratet(Pk)

and also:∑
D′∈PM,nfu/≈MB

v(Pk, D′) = 1
ratet(Pk) ·

∑
D′∈PM,nfu/≈MB

rate(Pk,τ,D′)
ratet(Pk) = 1

ratet(Pk)

or equivalently:
ratet(Pk) = 1/

∑
D′∈PM,nfu/≈MB

v(Pk, D′)

so that:

rate(Pk, τ, D) = v(Pk, D)/

(
∑

D′∈PM,nfu/≈MB

v(Pk, D′)

)2

From P1 ≈MB P2 and the fact that both P1 and P2 are fully unstable, for
all D ∈ PM,nfu/≈MB it would then follow:

rate(P1, τ, D) = v(P1, D)/

(
∑

D′∈PM,nfu/≈MB

v(P1, D
′)

)2

=

= v(P2, D)/

(
∑

D′∈PM,nfu/≈MB

v(P2, D
′)

)2

= rate(P2, τ, D)

while for a 6= τ or D′′ ∈ PM,fu/≈MB we would have:
rate(P1, a, D′′) = 0 = rate(P2, a,D′′)

In conclusion, P1 6'MB P2 would be violated. Therefore, at least one process
term belonging to {P1,i | i ∈ I1} ∪ {P2,i | i ∈ I2} must be fully unstable.

– If the two sets of equivalence classes with respect to ≈MB reachable in one
step by P1 and P2 were the same, say {D1, D2, . . . , Dn} with n ∈ N>0, from
P1 ≈MB P2 we would derive that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n:

rate(P1,τ,Di)
ratet(P1)

· 1
ratet(P1)

= rate(P2,τ,Di)
ratet(P2)

· 1
ratet(P2)

and hence:
n∑

i=1

rate(P1,τ,Di)
ratet(P1)

· 1
ratet(P1)

=
n∑

i=1

rate(P2,τ,Di)
ratet(P2)

· 1
ratet(P2)

or equivalently:
1

ratet(P1)
= 1

ratet(P2)

As a consequence, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n we would have:



rate(P1, τ, Di) = rate(P2, τ, Di)
while for a 6= τ or D′ 6∈ {D1, D2, . . . , Dn} we would have:

rate(P1, a, D′) = 0 = rate(P2, a,D′)
In conclusion, P1 6'MB P2 would be violated. Therefore, it must be
{D ∈ PM/≈MB| ∃i ∈ I1. P1,i ∈ D} 6= {D ∈ PM/≈MB| ∃i ∈ I2. P2,i ∈ D}.

Proof of Prop. 6. Let P1, P2 ∈ PM,nr be such that P1 ≈MB P2 but P1 6'MB P2.
By virtue of Lemma 1, it turns out that P1 is of the form

∑
i∈I1

<τ, µ1,i>.P1,i

and P2 is of the form
∑

i∈I2
<τ, µ2,i>.P2,i where I1 6= ∅, I2 6= ∅ are finite index

sets and at least one process term in {P1,i | i ∈ I1} ∪ {P2,i | i ∈ I2} is fully
unstable. The proof is divided into two parts:

– Firstly, we demonstrate that at least one between P1 and P2 is of the form∑
i∈I <τ, µi>.

∑
j∈Ji

<τ, γi,j>.Pi,j where I 6= ∅ is a finite index set and
Ji 6= ∅ is a finite index set for all i ∈ I. There are two cases:
• Suppose that at least one between P1 and P2 can reach in one step only

a single equivalence class D ∈ PM/≈MB. Assuming that it is P1, there
are two subcases:
∗ If D ⊆ PM,fu, then we immediately derive that P1 is of the considered

form, i.e., P1 ≡
∑

i∈I1
<τ, µ1,i>.

∑
j∈Ji

<τ, γ1,i,j>.P1,i,j where Ji 6= ∅
is a finite index set for all i ∈ I1.

∗ If D ⊆ PM,nfu, then by virtue of Lemma 1 it cannot be the only equiv-
alence class with respect to ≈MB reachable in one step by P2. Since
D ⊆ PM,nfu and D is the only equivalence class with respect to ≈MB

reachable in one step by P1, from P1 ≈MB P2 it follows that all the
other classes with respect to ≈MB reachable in one step by P2 must
be subset of PM,fu and lead only to D. Furthermore, P2 cannot reach
D in one step, because otherwise pbtm(P2, D) would contain at least
two values whereas pbtm(P1, D) contains only 1

ratet(P1)
, thus violat-

ing P1 ≈MB P2. Hence P2 ≡
∑

i∈I2
<τ, µ2,i>.

∑
j∈Ji

<τ, γ2,i,j>.P2,i,j

where Ji 6= ∅ is a finite index set for all i ∈ I2.
• Suppose that both P1 and P2 can reach in one step several equivalence

classes with respect to ≈MB. The two behavioral equivalences ≈MB and
'MB differ only for the treatment of fully unstable process terms. In
fact, the former equivalence applies a pbtm-based equality check to re-
ducible computations, whereas the latter equivalence applies a rate-based
equality check to initial transitions. As a consequence, from P1 ≈MB P2

but P1 6'MB P2 it follows that some reducible computations of one
between P1 and P2 must necessarily occur reduced in the other one,
with the reductions taking place at the beginning of those computations
and preserving their execution probability and their average duration
(reductions preserving those quantities can occur at any stage of the con-
sidered computations as P1 ≈MB P2, but only the absence of such reduc-
tions taking place right at the beginning of the computations
violates P1 6'MB P2).



To be precise, in addition to initial reductions, there is another reason
– initial permutations – for which some reducible computations of one
between P1 and P2 may differ at the beginning in the other one. In fact,
since pbtm abstracts not only from the length of reducible computations
but also from the order of the exponentially timed τ -transitions forming
those computations, some reducible computations of P1 (resp. P2) may
occur in P2 (resp. P1) with the actions labeling their first transitions
exchanged with the actions labeling their second transitions. However,
since both P1 and P2 can reach in one step several equivalence classes
with respect to ≈MB, any such permutation would lead either to the
same process term – if the rates of the involved actions are the same –
or to a process term not ≈MB-equivalent to the original one because of
the alteration of initial action execution probabilities or of the average
sojourn time of the original process term and its derivatives – if the rates
of the involved actions are different.
In general, when a reduction takes place at the beginning of a fully un-
stable process term P , the reduction cannot be concerned with a single
reducible computation, but must involve all the reducible computations
of P . The reason is that the reduction must preserve the execution prob-
ability and the average duration of all the computations of P . In fact,
since it takes place at the beginning of P , the reduction produces another
fully unstable process term P ′ whose initial actions are slower than the
initial actions of P . Therefore, the average sojourn time of P ′ is neces-
sarily greater than the average sojourn time of P :

1
ratet(P ′)

> 1
ratet(P )

Now, if P had a computation that cannot be reduced because it contains
a single exponentially timed τ -transition – say of rate µ ∈ R>0 – ending
up in a non-fully-unstable state – say belonging to D ∈ PM/≈MB – then
that computation would have an execution probability in P ′ greater than
its execution probability in P :

µ
ratet(P ′)

> µ
ratet(P )

In order to avoid this alteration of the execution probability of the consid-
ered computation, in P ′ we should change the rate of the corresponding
initial action from µ to µ

ratet(P ) multiplied by the reciprocal of the aver-
age duration of the other initial actions of P ′, but then we would increase
the average duration of the considered computation with respect to P .
Therefore, in any case pbtm(P ′, D) and pbtm(P, D) would be different
and hence it would turn out P ′ 6≈MB P .
As a consequence of the fact that all reducible computations of one be-
tween P1 and P2 must necessarily occur reduced at the beginning in
the other one, at least one between P1 and P2 must be of the form∑

i∈I <τ, µi>.
∑

j∈Ji
<τ, γi,j>.Pi,j where I 6= ∅ is a finite index set and

Ji 6= ∅ is a finite index set for all i ∈ I.

– Secondly, we demonstrate that the term between P1 and P2 of the form∑
i∈I <τ, µi>.

∑
j∈Ji

<τ, γi,j>.Pi,j satisfies one of the two properties men-



tioned at the end of the proposition. For simplicity, we assume that only one
between P1 and P2 is of that form. There are two cases:
• If that term can reach in one step only a single equivalence class with

respect to ≈MB, then we immediately derive that
∑

j∈Ji1
<τ, γi1,j>.Pi1,j

≈MB

∑
j∈Ji2

<τ, γi2,j>.Pi2,j for all i1, i2 ∈ I.
• If that term can reach in one step several equivalence classes with respect

to ≈MB, then the property satisfied in the previous case cannot hold.
However, as shown in the first part of the proof (see the second subcase of
the first case for P2 reaching several classes, as well as the second case), all
the reducible computations of that term must necessarily occur reduced
at the beginning of the other term because P1 ≈MB P2 but P1 6'MB P2.
This is possible iff

∑
j∈Ji1

γi1,j =
∑

j∈Ji2
γi2,j for all i1, i2 ∈ I. In fact:

∗ If the property above is satisfied, then by virtue of Prop. 1 all the
computations of that term can be reduced at the beginning.

∗ Suppose that all the computations of that term can be reduced at the
beginning but the property above is not satisfied. Therefore, there
exist i1, i2 ∈ I such that

∑
j∈Ji1

γi1,j 6=
∑

j∈Ji2
γi2,j and hence the

derivative of <τ, µi1> and the derivative of <τ, µi2> have average
sojourn times different from each other. If we let µ =

∑
i∈I µi, γ1 =∑

j∈Ji1
γi1,j , and γ2 =

∑
j∈Ji2

γi2,j , then it holds that γ1 6= γ2 and
1
µ + 1

γ1
6= 1

µ + 1
γ2

.
Since all computations must be reduced at the beginning in a way
that preserves their execution probability and their average duration,
these pieces of information must necessarily be part of the rates
of the new initial exponentially timed τ -actions resulting from the
reduction. In particular, the reduction of <τ, µi1> with <τ, γi1,j>,
j ∈ Ji1 , gives rise to an exponentially timed τ -action whose rate
is µi1

µ · γi1,j

γ1
· ( 1

µ + 1
γ1

)−1, whereas the reduction of <τ, µi2> with
<τ, γi2,j>, j ∈ Ji2 , gives rise to an exponentially timed τ -action
whose rate is µi2

µ · γi2,j

γ2
· ( 1

µ + 1
γ2

)−1.
However, the resulting process term is not ≈MB-equivalent to the
original one, which contradicts P1 ≈MB P2. In fact, while in the
original process term the probtime of reaching {Pi1,j | j ∈ Ji1} is
µi1
µ · ( 1

µ + 1
γ1

)−1, in the process term resulting from the reduction it
is the previous value divided by the square of the sum of the rates of
the new initial exponentially timed τ -actions (see Ex. 4). This sum
is not equal to ( 1

µ + 1
γ1

)−1, because each of its summands is given by
a fraction of µ multiplied by ( 1

µ + 1
γ )−1 for some γ ∈ R>0, with two

of these γ values – γ1 and γ2 – being different from each other.

Proof of Lemma 2. We proceed by induction on the syntactical structure of
P ∈ PM,nr:

– If P is 0, then the result follows by taking Q ≡ 0 (which is in 'MB-normal-
form) and using reflexivity.



– If P is of the form <a, λ>.P ′, then by the induction hypothesis there exists
Q′ ∈ PM,nr in 'MB-normal-form such that AMB ` P ′ = Q′. From substi-
tutivity with respect to action prefix, we obtain that AMB ` <a, λ>.P ′ =
<a, λ>.Q′. There are two cases:
• If <a, λ>.Q′ is in 'MB-normal-form, then we are done.
• If <a, λ>.Q′ is not in 'MB-normal-form, then the result follows after

applying AMB,5 by virtue of transitivity.
– If P is of the form P1 + P2, then by the induction hypothesis there exist

Q1, Q2 ∈ PM,nr in 'MB-normal-form such that AMB ` P1 = Q1 and
AMB ` P2 = Q2. From substitutivity with respect to alternative compo-
sition, we obtain that AMB ` P1 + P2 = Q1 + Q2. There are two cases:
• If Q1 + Q2 is in 'MB-normal-form, then we are done.
• If Q1 + Q2 is not in 'MB-normal-form, then the result follows after as

many applications of AMB,3 and AMB,4 as needed – possibly preceded
by applications of AMB,1 and AMB,2 – by virtue of substitutivity with
respect to alternative composition as well as transitivity.

– If P is of the form P ′/H, then by the induction hypothesis there exists
Q′ ∈ PM,nr in 'MB-normal-form such that AMB ` P ′ = Q′. From substi-
tutivity with respect to hiding, we obtain that AMB ` P ′/H = Q′/H. The
result then follows after as many applications of AMB,6 to AMB,9 as needed
– possibly followed by applications of AMB,4 and AMB,5 in turn preceded by
applications of AMB,1 and AMB,2 – by virtue of substitutivity with respect
to action prefix and alternative composition as well as transitivity.

Proof of Thm. 4. The proof is divided into two parts:

⇒ The soundness part of the result comes from the following remarks:
• Since 'MB is an equivalence relation and a congruence with respect to

action prefix, alternative composition, and hiding by virtue of Thm. 1,
in any deduction based on AMB it is correct to use reflexivity, symmetry,
transitivity, and substitutivity with respect to action prefix, alternative
composition, and hiding.

• The validity of axioms AMB,1 to AMB,4 – which are sound for ∼MB – is
ensured by ∼MB⊂'MB as established by Prop. 3.

• The validity of axiom AMB,5 stems from Props. 1 and 4.
• The validity of axioms AMB,6 to AMB,9 stems from the operational se-

mantic rules of MPC.
⇐ Given P1, P2 ∈ PM,nr such that P1 'MB P2, we prove that AMB ` P1 = P2

by assuming without loss of generality that both P1 and P2 are in 'MB-
normal-form. In fact, if this were not the case, by virtue of Lemma 2 we
could derive Q1, Q2 ∈ PM,nr in 'MB-normal-form such that AMB ` P1 = Q1

and AMB ` P2 = Q2 (hence P1 'MB Q1 and P2 'MB Q2 due to the
soundness of the axioms with respect to 'MB), with Q1 'MB Q2 (because
it also holds P1 'MB P2 and 'MB is a transitive relation). So, if we proved
AMB ` Q1 = Q2 from Q1 'MB Q2, it would then follow AMB ` P1 = P2



by transitivity.
Let us proceed by induction on the syntactical structure of P1 ∈ PM,nr in
'MB-normal-form:
• If P1 is 0, then from P1 'MB P2 and P2 in 'MB-normal-form it follows

that P2 is 0 too, hence the result by reflexivity.
• If P1 is of the form

∑
i∈I1

<ai, λi>.P1,i with I1 finite and nonempty,
then from P1 'MB P2 and P2 in 'MB-normal-form it follows that P2 is
of the form

∑
j∈I2

<bj , µj>.P2,j with I2 finite and nonempty.
Moreover, for all i, i′ ∈ I1 such that i 6= i′ (resp. j, j′ ∈ I2 such that
j 6= j′) it must hold that ai 6= ai′ or P1,i 6'MB P1,i′ (resp. bj 6= bj′ or
P2,j 6'MB P2,j′). In fact, if it were ah = ah′ and P1,h 'MB P1,h′ for
some h, h′ ∈ I1 such that h 6= h′, then by the induction hypothesis we
would have AMB ` P1,h = P1,h′ and hence AMB ` <ah, λh>.P1,h +
<ah′ , λh′>.P1,h′ = <ah, λh>.P1,h + <ah, λh′>.P1,h by substitutivity,
which would contradict the initial minimality of P1 with respect
to AMB,4.
In addition, for all i, i′ ∈ I1 such that i 6= i′ (resp. j, j′ ∈ I2 such that
j 6= j′) it must hold that ai 6= ai′ or P1,i 6≈MB P1,i′ (resp. bj 6= bj′ or
P2,j 6≈MB P2,j′). In fact, if it were ah = ah′ and P1,h ≈MB P1,h′ for some
h, h′ ∈ I1 such that h 6= h′, then P1,h 6'MB P1,h′ and P1,h ≈MB P1,h′

would contradict the initial minimality of P1 summand <ah, λh>.P1,h

or <ah′ , λh′>.P1,h′ with respect to AMB,5 by virtue of Prop. 6.
As a consequence, since P1 'MB P2 and hence for all a ∈ Name and
D ∈ PM/≈MB we have that rate(P1, a,D) = rate(P2, a,D), a bijective
correspondence can be established between the set of summands of P1

and the set of summands of P2. For each summand <ai, λi>.P1,i there
exists exactly one summand <bj , µj>.P2,j such that ai = bj , λi = µj ,
and P1,i ≈MB P2,j – and hence P1,i 'MB P2,j otherwise <ai, λi>.P1,i

or <bj , µj>.P2,j would not be initially minimal with respect to AMB,5

by virtue of Prop. 6 – and vice versa. For each pair of corresponding
summands <ai, λi>.P1,i and <bj , µj>.P2,j , from P1,i 'MB P2,j and
the induction hypothesis it follows that AMB ` P1,i = P2,j and hence
AMB ` <ai, λi>.P1,i = <bj , µj>.P2,j by substitutivity with respect to
action prefix (ai = bj and λi = µj). Due to the bijectivity of the corre-
spondence, we have AMB ` ∑

i∈I1
<ai, λi>.P1,i =

∑
j∈I2

<bj , µj>.P2,j

by substitutivity with respect to alternative composition.

Proof of Thm. 5. Let us preliminarily define the backward reachability set of
P ∈ PM as follows:

brs(P ) = {P ′ ∈ PM | ∃a ∈ Name, λ ∈ R>0. P
′ a,λ−−−→M P}

and the backward rate of P ∈ PM with respect to P ′ ∈ brs(P ) as follows:

rateb(P ′, P ) =
∑{|λ ∈ R>0 | ∃a ∈ Name. P ′

a,λ−−−→M P |}
In the following, we use subscript l (resp. r) to denote quantities related to the
original (resp. aggregated) CTMC on the left (resp. right) of the rewriting rule
depicted just before the theorem.



Whenever the two stationary state probability vectors πl and πr exist, we have
that πl satisfies the following linear system of global balance equations for the
original CTMC on the left:

πl[si] · γ = πl[s0] · µi i ∈ I
πl[si,j ] · ratet(si,j) = πl[si] · γi,j i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji

πl[s] · ratet(s) =
∑

s′∈brs(s)

πl[s′] · rateb(s′, s) any other state s

while for the aggregated CTMC on the right we have that πr satisfies the fol-
lowing linear system of global balance equations:

πr[si,j ] · ratet(si,j) = πr[s′0] · µi

µ · γi,j

γ ·
(

1
µ + 1

γ

)−1

i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji

πr[s] · ratet(s) =
∑

s′∈brs(s)

πr[s′] · rateb(s′, s) any other state s

with both the πl[.]’s and the πr[.]’s summing up to 1. Since 1
µ + 1

γ = µ+γ
µ·γ , the

second linear system is equivalent to:
πr[si,j ] · ratet(si,j) = πr[s′0] · µi·γi,j

µ+γ i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji

πr[s] · ratet(s) =
∑

s′∈brs(s)

πr[s′] · rateb(s′, s) any other state s

We show that, through the introduction of a new variable y replacing the set of
|I|+ 1 variables {πl[si] | i ∈ I ∪ {0}}, the system of global balance equations for
the original CTMC on the left can be transformed into a linear system having
the same number of variables and equations as well as the same coefficient ma-
trix as the linear system equivalent to the system of global balance equations for
the aggregated CTMC on the right.
By summing up over all i ∈ I the first group of equations in the linear system
for the original CTMC, we derive the following equation:∑

i∈I

πl[si] · γ = πl[s0] · µ
If we let:

y = πl[s0] +
∑
i∈I

πl[si]

or equivalently: ∑
i∈I

πl[si] = y − πl[s0]

then the last derived equation can be rewritten as follows:
y · γ − πl[s0] · γ = πl[s0] · µ

and hence:
πl[s0] = y · γ

µ+γ

Since for all i ∈ I it holds that:
πl[si] = πl[s0] · µi

γ = y · µi

µ+γ

the second group of equations in the linear system for the original CTMC can
be rewritten as follows:

πl[si,j ] · ratet(si,j) = y · µi·γi,j

µ+γ i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji

In conclusion, the introduction of variable y causes the system of global balance
equations for the original CTMC to be equivalent to the following one:

πl[si,j ] · ratet(si,j) = y · µi·γi,j

µ+γ i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji

πl[s] · ratet(s) =
∑

s′∈brs(s)

πl[s′] · rateb(s′, s) any other state s

with all the occurring πl[.]’s plus y summing up to 1, which has the same form



as the linear system equivalent to the system of global balance equations for the
aggregated CTMC. As a consequence:

y = πr[s′0]
πl[si,j ] = πr[si,j ] i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji

πl[s] = πr[s] any other state s
from which exactness at steady state follows because πr[s′0] = πl[s0]+

∑
i∈I πl[si].


